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Introduction

Arabic is both a language and a script Orignally, as a

purely spoken language, it was usee atthe courts ofthe

powerful Arab tribal confederations such as the

Lakhmids anc the Ghassanids, who were fameckfor

tt’-eir tradition of oral pexfoy. Tnose oonfecerarjons

were based n southern Iraq ar-d Syria, lands which

were ruled by the Bysrantnes, who controlled the

Mediterranean countries, and by the Sasanians, who

ruled lrac| and Iran. With the bitn ofthe Islamic state in

Arabia after AD 622, these lands eventually became

part ofthe Islamic emoine. Arabic belongs to the same

family of scripts as Hebrew, Greek and Latin, al of

which derive uttimatey from tine Phoenician alphabet

developed in Ihe -ale second mllcnnium 3C. The

origin erf the Arabic letter snapes is stll a matter of

scholarly debate, out it seems most licely that they are

derived from the form ol Aramaic serbt used by the

Nabataeans, woosc sumptuous capital, Petra, stll

survives in present-day Jordan.

Arabic was the language in which the Quran, the

I Holy Book of the Muslims, was revealed through the

intermediary of the Archangel Gabriel to the Prophet

Muhammad outside Mecca in the early seventh

century AD, and the script in which il was subsequently

written down. The language and the script were thus

endowed with great sanctity, and every effort was

made when copyng the Qur'an anc other religious

texts to write as beautifully as oossible. In the early

period; the style of scriot usee lor religious texts and

subsequently for monumental inscriptions was an

angular one. commonly known as Kufic:. Everyday

correspondence, at that time on papyrus, was wrilleri

in a more rounded cursive scrix. Tnc anguar script,

which, by the twelfth century, had become increasingly

elaborate and embellished, was gradually superseded

by more legible cursive scripls, one of which was

Naskh.

The expansion cr Islam from Spa n to tie west, nto

Atrcaand as far east as Indonesia led to foe widespread

ciffus on cr foe Arabic anguage ard script. Because it is

incumbent upon Mjslims to read anc recite the

Qur’an in its original Arabic, the language was

frequenty learnt alongside loca- languages. In many

cases the Arabic script displaced lcx:al serpts. taking it

beyonc the sphete ofthe Arabic language itself. II. was

employee to write awhole variety of languages such as

Persiar, Jrdu, Dari, Ottoman Turkish (until foe

reforms of Atatirc in 1928. wher tne Roman Turkish

alphabet replaced i:) and until relatively recerrty some

ofthe languages of Indonesia and Malaysia. Atersc'pls

using the Roman alphabet Arabc is the most

commonly written scr pt in foe world

.

The Arabic script continues to fascinate ard inspire.

The ftmous Persar. calligrapher; Mfr ‘Air of Herat

(d. 1 556), gave the followng advice to those embarking

on tne task; ‘The cal igrapher needs five things: a me
temperament, an understanding of ca ligraphy, a good

hand, the ability to endure pain and a perfect set of

mplemerts.’

Venetia Porter

Depvtmert of O'iertel Annquncs. The British Mjsej'i



are represented by signs above and below the letters (see page 18). The alphabet is written here in the unjoined

forms of the Naskh script. The Roman letters indicate a sound equivalent to that of the Arabic.

Letter variations

Most Arabic letters vary according to their position in the word (initial, medial or final) and whether they are joined or
unjoined. The letters below are the five variations of ha' (H) in Naskh script. Some scripts have fewer variations. Some
of the variations of each letter are given on the explanatory pages, and some on pages 1 9 to 2 1

.
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Hamzat) represents a glottal stop, the sudden closing of th

*
'-jb OjyUp Jcj* jC.il) 2

Numbers MoUaro Arabs use. two systems of number representation (A-atid B below). System A is usee

tKiljiijiimife system 8 is Currently used in both eastern and western parts.

‘WViotrr)
Orthographical signs

Usually written with 3 smaller pen, the orthographical signs n

W^’

3 2 0

''MW#** w#' W*1

Usually placed either ah

^ Another sign chi

\ ^nouncedM

is*r i

sign that ^
thTtopendol i

the final joined £
«£»»"'« V;









Stage Three: iit’firrtii

The Arabic words below have been selected co demonstrate not only all the single unjoined letters of the alphabet,

Different pens have been used, hence the variation in size. The fine grey horizontal lines are base line guides.

Practise by emulating each word several times until you achieve a satisfactory result.

















Naskh past and present

Naskh is one of the oldest Arabic scripts still in use today. Its survival Is due partly to the fact that it is the script used
to write the Quran throughout the Islamic world. Its worldwide use lias led to the development of many variations.

For centuries novice calligraphers have begun with the practice of Naskh. a tradition which is still maintained. There
seems little doubt that tile supreme beauty of the script will continue to be appreciated by people from many parts of
the world for many years to come.

Following is a selection of pieces in Naskh script, from a variety of periods and places, showing its versatility.

A page from kitab aMinoffby Ibn BSbawayh <d.99l) written in

what is known as Wtrraqf script (Naskh-'lraqi) by Muhammad ibn
Asad cd. 1019 in Baghdad) Ibn Asad was one of the most ilusUipes
calligraphers of h„ age and master of the famous calligrapher Ibn
al-Bawwab (d. 1022).

Surah I (oJ-FotiJw/i). The Opening’, from a copy of tne Qur'an written in

tearful
in H^fii 0.^^1642-98). Osman, who ra to



m'd*
1 booulifully written in bold



‘Do not be afraid of failure, or indeed of

copying too slavishly. Once these

processes have become part of your

experience, your self will ensure that the

letters become your own.’

Donald Jackson


